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A Letter to My Mother
from Her Suitcase at the Start of Her Last Journey

Dearest,
I’m so sorry. After all we’ve shared, it has come to this: a short ride in the back of a long car to
nowhere in particular, to the repetitious lawn lozenges of finality, eternity. Even as this was our
always destination — everything else being detour/non sequitur/aside — I know we deserved better.
Remember that first trip? The airplane lifting us up and away from the Pasig, you watching the water
lillies receding on the swill-heavy water, your face arrayed so joyously on the tarmac, waving,
anticipating what was to come. I don’t know why you cried as soon as we touched down. You could
not have known it would be nothing like America. Who could have anticipated the dry stale air, the
empty streets, the flat rows of Monier-tile houses with no one to talk to, the night free from street
vendor’s call, “balut, balut”, nothing to pray to but the overhead fan in the night? We only knew it
was sooner than Canada. Maybe we should have waited.
Let’s be grateful together instead for visiting your sister (twice), the rich one, as resplendent as a
golden salamander, basking in her radiated heat; the strange ferry journey to that dark, stunted island
with its tacky antique stores and terrible coffee, with the man who paid for some things and not
others; the electrical storm that came in as we went to the stacked, twinkling boxes of Hong Kong, in
the knowledge we would not spend our Sundays in Little Manila, we would Imelda-cruise the
shopping malls with our gluttonous credit card and superiority. I know you loved me as a watchmaker
loves time, with reverence, holiness. I’m sorry we never saw Disneyland, that America was so
disappointing: brown people and black people and yellow people all poor, willing to work for food,
just like back home. Surprise.
I’m sorry we lay so dormant for so long, waiting for our Golden Ticket, our lucky ride, that next deal,
our big break, the chasm that never came. In the long rain of our lives, we all wish for the clouds to
part in glorious sunburst. Surely we were happy enough with the brief respite of light showers? Life
has been much better than it could have been, even as it has still been disappointing. I did not mind.
Did you?
I’m going to your daughter’s, the child who hasn’t yet forgotten you, despite her very best efforts.
She says you linger like perfume. It’s fine there, for now, I wish she wouldn’t refer to me as baggage.
Travel lightly.
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The Truths of Places

Now that the idea of West no longer frightens (or is all they can afford) they’ve come
To hollow out the truth of old sullen places, where once, under sour skies
Transients, indigents, migrants - all the piled up people - lived, refracting
Thin dry light against hopes for the children and memory. The tatters of home flutter
To hollow out the truth of old sullen places, where once, under sour skies
They worked hard with cracked hands, sang with unchecked spirit:
A thin dry light against hope. For the children and memory, the tatters of home flutter
Faint as a moth wing beat, bleak with the same futility.
They worked hard with cracked hands, sang with unchecked spirit, so
It’s strange to watch the cranes erect the new apartments to the sky.
Faint as a moth wing beat, bleak with the same futility
They clean the songs the smells the wicked spirits of the past.
It’s strange to watch the cranes erect the new apartments to the sky
Now that the idea of West no longer frightens (or is all they can afford) and they’ve come
To clean the songs the smells the wicked spirits of the past:
Transients, indigents, migrants - all the piled up people who lived, refracting.
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Irhil

honeyed
ligaments
petrified
in exploding dark
who do you keep
in place after
the mourning that follows
follows
follows
baby teeth search
for a mouth
a new vocabulary
unfurls
from cracked
asphalt oil-spilled
cantation
prayers in mongrel
speak
what bounties
silenced
to numb the ache
of mother
tongues
you
exhale
exhale
exa new
elsewhere
an orchard of
farewells
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And on the eighth day

He teaches us how to mold cocks
from sand
steel
concrete
so the world might continue on
with enough semen to fill oceans
casinos
wombs
like everything soused
in salt
our hands
shrivel
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Seeking Heaven

And in the hollow of my ink-stained palms
swallows will make their nest.
‘Reborn’, Forugh Farrokhzad
translated from the Farsi by Sholeh Wolpé

This grass bed,
ringed by tussocks.
The snowmelt is receding.
Sweep of pebbles:
a broken wave,
milk-heavy breast.
A line of buried stones
punctuate the spine.
Dark mane, unbound.
Hands weighted
and open on emptied
sky-blue cloth, over full belly.
Press one ear to the ground—
storks cannot sing; can only clatter.
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A Thousand Blooms
Look here, children—
There, by your feet,
A tiny yellow flower!

‘Don’t Trample This Flower’, Bing Xin,
translated from the Chinese by Herbert Batt and Sheldon Zitner

Little ones, let’s put pencil to paper—
draw the backyard rooster, sketch your loyal dog:
one to announce daybreak, the other to watch all night.
Let’s shape their bodies with our hands.
Let’s gouge out cavities with our fingers.
We are a hundred lidless eyes.
You there, go out into the desert.
Come back when you’ve stopped weeping.
Who shall we drown in glass today?
Who will withstand the flames?
The blue-and-white vases are broken.
They made us walk across the shards.
Our cut feet are a thousand crimson blooms.
It’s certain death for flowers without roots.
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The Sea Will Change, Everything Will Follow

What should last, if not us? In our madness
we forget. Like a god you sit by the sea
as it recedes and the horizon tightens,
a gold wire. Your silence, another one
of your disappearances. How greedy
I have become, how quick to claim you,
as a child who believes that nothing
she loves could ever really die, no sense
of eternal, that kind of innocence. The dumb
pleasure in the ignorance of time, of hunger,
unappeased as the empty head of desire,
as the tongue that divides the sea. But who
am I to long for such things – the pull
of the moon, then darkness. Another
day’s arrival, and only for us.
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Dreamlines

Of Koons, of Vuitton. Of Gauguin’s
women, the old unwavering gaze.
Of luxury disguised as the unattainable,
reflection of the bowerbird’s eye,
ultramarine. Of myth, of money,
of memory: Billie’s white gowns,
white shoes, her white gardenias
and white junk. Of the people
who use us. Of how steadily things
fail themselves, and how empty
of remorse, of the moment before
regret, our faces unrecognisable
as replicas. Of the man who stands
at the threshold of that life,
who looks in and wants nothing.
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Even Now

[for Mindy Gill]
Even now as you lie on your stomach,
reading of the mad king, desiring me, I want
to say all this happened a long time ago,
long ago this room, the call of kites
and crows, the food we share each morning,
unvarying and satisfying, I want to say
last night I dreamed my father refused
to die, he shuffled from room to room
forgetting why, so when you offer me your lips,
I want to say I love you even as I turn away,
even as I walk out of the house to the street
and a woman who bows to her phone, whose
bewilderment grows each time I speak.
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city built of twigs,
twine, rexine,
old tape, colour
leached of colour, no
meaning but things
the mind receives
as dolour,
headwind, blown nest,
the small bird
broken like this line.
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